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Our Price $19,995
Retail Value $27,500

Specifications:

Year:  1973  

VIN:  1H57H3B587126  

Make:  Chevrolet  

Stock:  P0667  

Model/Trim:  Monte Carlo Landau  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Coupe  

Exterior:  Blue  

Engine:  350 CID V8  

Interior:  Blue Leather  

Transmission:  TH350 3 Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  101,121  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

Additional pictures are posted on I-95 Muscle's direct website.

Are you tired of driving around in boring, cookie-cutter cars that all look
the same? Do you long for the days when cars were works of art, with
sleek lines and bold designs that turned heads wherever you went?
Well, have we got the car for you! Introducing the 1973 Monte Carlo
Landau, the car that's so immaculate, you'll swear it just rolled off the
assembly line. This baby has it all: a beautiful blue metallic exterior
paint that shines like the sun, a 350 engine that purrs like a kitten, and a
TH 350 trans that shifts smoother than a hot knife through butter. And
that's just the beginning. Inside, you'll find a veritable time capsule of
automotive excellence, with a fully restored interior that looks like it's
never been touched. But don't let the vintage vibes fool you, because
everything works like a charm, from the AC that blows colder than your
ex's heart to the 8 track player that pumps out tunes like it's Woodstock
all over again. And speaking of tunes, did we mention the collection of 8
tracks that come with this car? That's right, you'll have a whole library of
classic rock, disco, and funk to jam out to as you cruise down the
highway. Just don't blame us if you get a little too carried away and start
air-guitaring like a madman (or woman). So what are you waiting for?
Come take a test drive and experience the magic of the 1973 Monte
Carlo Landau for yourself. We guarantee you'll fall in love faster than
you can say "they don't make 'em like they used to." Remember,
financing is available and trades are welcome! 
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Our Location :
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Installed Options

Displayed pricing excludes I-95 Muscle's $499 Dealer fee as well as any DMV, tax, and licence plate fees associated with registering the vehicle in the purchaser's state.
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